CND-SGCH5

Gaming chair

Corax

Win like a boss in this high-end gaming chair. It looks nice, feels even better and the
sheer amount of adjustments is all you could ever expect from a chair. It is well-balanced
by a smart mechanism “Multiblock” that provides ideal tilt using the weight of your
body. The headrest and lumbar cushions are very supportive and comfy. It’s ergonomic
design based on a strong 1.5 mm metal frame is prepared for the longest sessions of
gaming. Cold memory foam that fills up the whole chair and high quality eco leather
perfectly adjust to the unique shape of your body providing endless hours of comfort.
4D adjusted arms make your hands comfortable like never before. If you’re serious
about your sit time, then you’ll have to seriously consider this one. Your body will thank
you later.

CND-SGCH5

1.5 mm thick metal frame
5 Star metal base with 60 mm
Polyurethane castors
Last generation Class-4 gas lift
Headrest cushion
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Multifunctional balancing
mechanism “Multiblock”

Lumbar support cushion
4D adjustable armrests

Dense cold memory foam filling
up the whole chair

Tilted backrest 90°-165°

High quality eco leather

Tilt locking system
Maximum weight of chair load - 150kg

High-quality leather and cold foam filling
The chair is covered with pleasant-touch an
high-quality eco leather that is durable and
easy to clean. Under the overage, a dense
original foam is placed. The foam keeps the
shape of your body even after you are not in
the chair. It surrounds your back, allowing to
keep your muscles comfortably toned and
makes long-time sitting a real pleasure.

Headrest support
No more pain in the neck and shoulders!
The soft headrest cushion provides
additional support to your head and makes
your neck relaxed. Outrank your enemies by
keeping strong and sure in-game
performance.

Lumbar support
The brilliant thing is that you can use
lumbar support cushion to keep your
lower back comfortable during all-night
long gaming sessions. The battles are
won only when sitting experience is 100%
satisfying.

Height adjustment
Unlike many chairs that actually sit pretty
low to the floor, this chair has powerful
class-4 gas lift that allows to easily make
your seating fit the height of your desk.
Canyon uses the latest generation gas lifts
that are carefully tested and only the best
are selected.

Firm and stable base
The presence of a 5-star metal base,
supports a maximum weight of chair load up
to 150 kg and provides greater strength,
durability and stability. Large 60 mm
polyurethane castors slide freely and quitely
on any surfaces. The chair provides
comfortable movement during sitting or
playing game. Unfailing help for an ideal
victory!

Backrest tilt
165°

0-15°

Make a pause between harsh gaming battles. Tilt the
backrest in the angle of 90°-165°, stretch your back and relax
your lumbar area. In a few minutes you will be ready for a
new adventure. Multifunctional mechanism “Multiblock”
matches your body weight and helps to adjust balance and
tension for effortless and secure gaming, without any muscle
fatigue. Tilt locking system ensures the most reliably locked
position of any part of the chair under all angles.

4D armrests
The armrests can be adjusted in all possible directions:
vertically, horizontally and side-to-side with maximum
flexibility. Your elbows will feel right even during the most
intense battles. This feature helps you to keep your thighs up
even in the lowest sitting point and feel yourself in maximum
comfort through hours of gaming.

Metal Frame
1.5 mm metal frame strengthens the whole chair permeating all
its parts with no compromise. It makes all your actions firm and
make sure you won’t miss your decisive shot. It’s shape provides
sleek and attractive aesthetic.

